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As Plath begins to cook
her brains;
As Vonnegut tries to down a 
bottle of pills;
As Hemingway prepares to load
his shotgun;
 
It dawns that everything worth saying has
already been said.
 
As Burroughs accidentally shoots
his wife;
As Bukowski stands raving mad in a kitchen,
holding knife to throat;
As Nietzsche starts to rot in a 
mental asylum;
 
It dawns that becoming anything at all 
is nearly impossible.
 
As Dostoevsky is imprisoned and read his
death sentence;
As Wallace gets the chair and the rope
ready; 
As Poe slowly succumbs to
the bottle;
 
It dawns that free advice is worth as 
much as you paid for it.
 
As Woolf walks with purpose into
a river;
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As Fitzgerald starts to destroy
his heart;
 
It dawns that you'll only receive what
you sacrifice.
As Hesse transforms himself into
a wolf;
As Kerouac sits drunk on a tiled floor
covered in blood;
It dawns
As van Gogh caves in his chest with 
a six-shooter;
As Thompson realizes the sadness of
Everything completed;
It DAWNS
As the 20th century is beaten to death in
a dark room and
the 21st century sighs into
existence;
As the thick walls, 
hollow shelves,
rusted bones,
and dead gravel voices
start to move,
sway 
and talk;
 
It dawns,
that great suffering may not be necessary, 
but 
it certainly seems to help.
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